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13 Discrete Complex Systems
• cellular automata
• BTW (sand pile) model
• contact processes (basics)
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cellular automata (CA)
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configurations for nearest neighbor interaction →
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Figure 7.2.
Neighborhoods commonly employed
for two-dimensional cellular au-
tomata. For d dimensions, the
neighborhoods are classified in
analogy, with [2d + 1]- and 3d-
neighborhoods as the extreme cases.
Notice that a point always belongs
to its own neighborhood. ref ca-grid; file fig/7-dco/ca-grid

rule 90 (01011010)

rule 110 (01101110)

Figure 7.3.
Rules 90 and 110 [Wolfram 1984b,c] for one-
dimensional, two-state cellular automata with
nearest-neighbor interaction. For rule 90, the
upper row gives the 8 possible configurations
of this system with white and black squares
for states 0 and 1, respectively. The corre-
sponding lower row is the updated state of
the center element. For rule 110, only the
set of updated states is given. The binary
representation of the rule’s number is given in
parenthesis. There are 28 = 256 rules. ref wolfram-rules; file fig/7-dco/wolfram-rules

each of these configurations a state for the center element at the next time
step. Hence, there exist 223 = 256 di�erent rules for this setup, each of them
specifying an automaton. Two of them, rules 90 and 110 of Wolfram [1984b],
are shown in Figure 7.3. While these rules are deceptively simple, and most — fig wolfram-rules

of them indeed lead to pretty dull developments like all states becoming equal
or uniform sets of lines, some of them produce quite unexpected structures.
Rules 90 and 110 are two of the interesting ones (Figure 7.4).

Wolfram distinguishes 4 classes, maybe go into that

— fig wolfram-90-110Iterating rule 90, starting from a single cell in state 1, generates the
Sierpienski triangle, a scale-free fractal object. Recall, however, that the
automaton is a one-dimensional machine, hence the object unfolds in time.
Imagine a weaving machine. Using the rule, but starting with two separated
cells activated (middle frame of Figure 7.4) produces an interference, a new
pattern that sensitively depends on the separation of the two cells. This
is reminiscent of Moiré patterns but more complicated here because these
automata are not linear systems. For the separation distance � = 100, as
chosen in the figure, stretches of complete regularity emerge in the otherwise
scale-free structure. In contrast, for � = 128, or any other power of 2, the
two Sierpinski triangles just superimpose.

Even more astonishing is rule 110 that does not appear to lead to any sort
of regular pattern. Indeed, it has been shown that this rule defines a universal
automaton. [M. Cook, cited in Wolfram 2002; Kari 2005]. A universal

resulting updated state (example) →
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of them indeed lead to pretty dull developments like all states becoming equal
or uniform sets of lines, some of them produce quite unexpected structures.
Rules 90 and 110 are two of the interesting ones (Figure 7.4).

Wolfram distinguishes 4 classes, maybe go into that

— fig wolfram-90-110Iterating rule 90, starting from a single cell in state 1, generates the
Sierpienski triangle, a scale-free fractal object. Recall, however, that the
automaton is a one-dimensional machine, hence the object unfolds in time.
Imagine a weaving machine. Using the rule, but starting with two separated
cells activated (middle frame of Figure 7.4) produces an interference, a new
pattern that sensitively depends on the separation of the two cells. This
is reminiscent of Moiré patterns but more complicated here because these
automata are not linear systems. For the separation distance � = 100, as
chosen in the figure, stretches of complete regularity emerge in the otherwise
scale-free structure. In contrast, for � = 128, or any other power of 2, the
two Sierpinski triangles just superimpose.

Even more astonishing is rule 110 that does not appear to lead to any sort
of regular pattern. Indeed, it has been shown that this rule defines a universal
automaton. [M. Cook, cited in Wolfram 2002; Kari 2005]. A universal

→ rule 90 (01011010)

recall: dynamical system {M, T,D}

→ (unbounded) line of regular squares

→ two-state system (0,1)

→ nearest-neighbor interaction

most simple automatoncellular automaton: A = {G, S,R}

G: arrangement of cells

S: finite and countable set of states

R: rule for development of the states
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how many rules are there? STOP

operation: iterate, starting from an initial configuration
recall that iteration is a powerful method for 
generating something exceedingly complicated out of something very simple 
(2d quadratic maps, fractals)



comments: 
• there are symmetries that reduce 

the number of truly different rules

Heidelberg University
Institute of Environmental Physics

how many rule are there?

4

• 1d, 2 states {0,1}, nearest neighbors

a simple rule assigns a state to the center element 
for each of the neighborhood's configurations

23 configurations

,! 2#configs = 22
3

= 256 rules
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• 2d, 2 states, 5 neighborhood

25 configurations

,! 22
5

= 232 ⇡ 4.3 · 109 rules
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• 2d, 2 states, 9 neighborhood

29 configurations

,! 22
9

= 2512 ⇡ 10154 rules
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• most of these rules lead to dull, at 
least uninteresting operations, but 
some are very interesting

• the number of possible rules 
explodes quickly with 
– more states 
– higher dimensions 
– larger neighborhoods 
– more complicated rules

as a reference, there are some 
1080 atoms in the known universe don’t think

 that auto
mata have 

little poss
ibilities, n

o freedom,…
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Figure 7.2.
Neighborhoods commonly employed
for two-dimensional cellular au-
tomata. For d dimensions, the
neighborhoods are classified in
analogy, with [2d + 1]- and 3d-
neighborhoods as the extreme cases.
Notice that a point always belongs
to its own neighborhood. ref ca-grid; file fig/7-dco/ca-grid

rule 90 (01011010)

rule 110 (01101110)

Figure 7.3.
Rules 90 and 110 [Wolfram 1984b,c] for one-
dimensional, two-state cellular automata with
nearest-neighbor interaction. For rule 90, the
upper row gives the 8 possible configurations
of this system with white and black squares
for states 0 and 1, respectively. The corre-
sponding lower row is the updated state of
the center element. For rule 110, only the
set of updated states is given. The binary
representation of the rule’s number is given in
parenthesis. There are 28 = 256 rules. ref wolfram-rules; file fig/7-dco/wolfram-rules

each of these configurations a state for the center element at the next time
step. Hence, there exist 223 = 256 di�erent rules for this setup, each of them
specifying an automaton. Two of them, rules 90 and 110 of Wolfram [1984b],
are shown in Figure 7.3. While these rules are deceptively simple, and most — fig wolfram-rules

of them indeed lead to pretty dull developments like all states becoming equal
or uniform sets of lines, some of them produce quite unexpected structures.
Rules 90 and 110 are two of the interesting ones (Figure 7.4).

Wolfram distinguishes 4 classes, maybe go into that

— fig wolfram-90-110Iterating rule 90, starting from a single cell in state 1, generates the
Sierpienski triangle, a scale-free fractal object. Recall, however, that the
automaton is a one-dimensional machine, hence the object unfolds in time.
Imagine a weaving machine. Using the rule, but starting with two separated
cells activated (middle frame of Figure 7.4) produces an interference, a new
pattern that sensitively depends on the separation of the two cells. This
is reminiscent of Moiré patterns but more complicated here because these
automata are not linear systems. For the separation distance � = 100, as
chosen in the figure, stretches of complete regularity emerge in the otherwise
scale-free structure. In contrast, for � = 128, or any other power of 2, the
two Sierpinski triangles just superimpose.

Even more astonishing is rule 110 that does not appear to lead to any sort
of regular pattern. Indeed, it has been shown that this rule defines a universal
automaton. [M. Cook, cited in Wolfram 2002; Kari 2005]. A universal
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rule 90 (01011010)

rule 110 (01101110)

Figure 7.3.
Rules 90 and 110 [Wolfram 1984b,c] for one-
dimensional, two-state cellular automata with
nearest-neighbor interaction. For rule 90, the
upper row gives the 8 possible configurations
of this system with white and black squares
for states 0 and 1, respectively. The corre-
sponding lower row is the updated state of
the center element. For rule 110, only the
set of updated states is given. The binary
representation of the rule’s number is given in
parenthesis. There are 28 = 256 rules. ref wolfram-rules; file fig/7-dco/wolfram-rules

each of these configurations a state for the center element at the next time
step. Hence, there exist 223 = 256 di�erent rules for this setup, each of them
specifying an automaton. Two of them, rules 90 and 110 of Wolfram [1984b],
are shown in Figure 7.3. While these rules are deceptively simple, and most — fig wolfram-rules

of them indeed lead to pretty dull developments like all states becoming equal
or uniform sets of lines, some of them produce quite unexpected structures.
Rules 90 and 110 are two of the interesting ones (Figure 7.4).

Wolfram distinguishes 4 classes, maybe go into that

— fig wolfram-90-110Iterating rule 90, starting from a single cell in state 1, generates the
Sierpienski triangle, a scale-free fractal object. Recall, however, that the
automaton is a one-dimensional machine, hence the object unfolds in time.
Imagine a weaving machine. Using the rule, but starting with two separated
cells activated (middle frame of Figure 7.4) produces an interference, a new
pattern that sensitively depends on the separation of the two cells. This
is reminiscent of Moiré patterns but more complicated here because these
automata are not linear systems. For the separation distance � = 100, as
chosen in the figure, stretches of complete regularity emerge in the otherwise
scale-free structure. In contrast, for � = 128, or any other power of 2, the
two Sierpinski triangles just superimpose.

Even more astonishing is rule 110 that does not appear to lead to any sort
of regular pattern. Indeed, it has been shown that this rule defines a universal
automaton. [M. Cook, cited in Wolfram 2002; Kari 2005]. A universal

→ rule 90 (01011010)
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Figure 7.4.
Development of states in
the cellular automata shown
in Figure 7.3. The initial
state of the system is shown
in the topmost row of each
frame. Recall that these are
one-dimensional, two-state
automata. Successive rows
represent the system’s state
at the corresponding discrete
times. Simulations run from
t = 0 to 500. Upper: Rule 90
with cell 0 set to state 1 at
t = 0, all the other cells are
in state 0. This unrolls the
Sierpienski triangle. Middle:
Rule 90 with cells 0 and 100
initialized to state 1, all the
others in state 0. Notice the
regular Moiré pattern that
introduces a scale. Lower:
Rule 110 with cell 0 initialized
to state 1, all the others in
state 0. Following the rule’s
symmetry, this system only
grows to the left whereas
rule 90 leads to symmetric
growth.

rule 90

rule 110

rule 90

ref wolfram-90-110; file fig/7-dco/wolfram-90-110

automaton is a machine that can compute everything that is computable,
albeit not necessarily in the most e�cient way.

Two-Dimensional Rules For the minimal two-dimensional automaton that
uses the 5-neighborhood, there are 25 = 32 configurations. Again considering
a machine with just two states, we find 232 = 4Õ294Õ967Õ296 di�erent rules.
Each of these defines a specific automaton all of them with the same set of
states and neighborhood. The corresponding numbers for the 9-neighborhood
are 29 = 512 and 229 = O(10154), respectively. Apparently, the number of
possible rules grows rapidly with the rule’s dimension d, with the number s
of possible states, and with the extent of the neighborhood.

Dimensions We call rules n-dimensional that extend in n directions, above
with just n œ {1, 2}. Correspondingly, they produce patterns in n spatial
dimensions. The patterns themselves are described in a much higher dimen-
sional space, however, because for each cell the state has to be specified. For
instance, the automata as considered above expand in an unbounded space,
hence their dimension becomes infinite as time progresses. It is our freedom to

run for 500 time steps
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rule 90 (01011010)

rule 110 (01101110)

Figure 7.3.
Rules 90 and 110 [Wolfram 1984b,c] for one-
dimensional, two-state cellular automata with
nearest-neighbor interaction. For rule 90, the
upper row gives the 8 possible configurations
of this system with white and black squares
for states 0 and 1, respectively. The corre-
sponding lower row is the updated state of
the center element. For rule 110, only the
set of updated states is given. The binary
representation of the rule’s number is given in
parenthesis. There are 28 = 256 rules. ref wolfram-rules; file fig/7-dco/wolfram-rules

each of these configurations a state for the center element at the next time
step. Hence, there exist 223 = 256 di�erent rules for this setup, each of them
specifying an automaton. Two of them, rules 90 and 110 of Wolfram [1984b],
are shown in Figure 7.3. While these rules are deceptively simple, and most — fig wolfram-rules

of them indeed lead to pretty dull developments like all states becoming equal
or uniform sets of lines, some of them produce quite unexpected structures.
Rules 90 and 110 are two of the interesting ones (Figure 7.4).

Wolfram distinguishes 4 classes, maybe go into that

— fig wolfram-90-110Iterating rule 90, starting from a single cell in state 1, generates the
Sierpienski triangle, a scale-free fractal object. Recall, however, that the
automaton is a one-dimensional machine, hence the object unfolds in time.
Imagine a weaving machine. Using the rule, but starting with two separated
cells activated (middle frame of Figure 7.4) produces an interference, a new
pattern that sensitively depends on the separation of the two cells. This
is reminiscent of Moiré patterns but more complicated here because these
automata are not linear systems. For the separation distance � = 100, as
chosen in the figure, stretches of complete regularity emerge in the otherwise
scale-free structure. In contrast, for � = 128, or any other power of 2, the
two Sierpinski triangles just superimpose.

Even more astonishing is rule 110 that does not appear to lead to any sort
of regular pattern. Indeed, it has been shown that this rule defines a universal
automaton. [M. Cook, cited in Wolfram 2002; Kari 2005]. A universal

resulting updated state (example) →
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rule 90 (01011010)

rule 110 (01101110)

Figure 7.3.
Rules 90 and 110 [Wolfram 1984b,c] for one-
dimensional, two-state cellular automata with
nearest-neighbor interaction. For rule 90, the
upper row gives the 8 possible configurations
of this system with white and black squares
for states 0 and 1, respectively. The corre-
sponding lower row is the updated state of
the center element. For rule 110, only the
set of updated states is given. The binary
representation of the rule’s number is given in
parenthesis. There are 28 = 256 rules. ref wolfram-rules; file fig/7-dco/wolfram-rules

each of these configurations a state for the center element at the next time
step. Hence, there exist 223 = 256 di�erent rules for this setup, each of them
specifying an automaton. Two of them, rules 90 and 110 of Wolfram [1984b],
are shown in Figure 7.3. While these rules are deceptively simple, and most — fig wolfram-rules

of them indeed lead to pretty dull developments like all states becoming equal
or uniform sets of lines, some of them produce quite unexpected structures.
Rules 90 and 110 are two of the interesting ones (Figure 7.4).

Wolfram distinguishes 4 classes, maybe go into that

— fig wolfram-90-110Iterating rule 90, starting from a single cell in state 1, generates the
Sierpienski triangle, a scale-free fractal object. Recall, however, that the
automaton is a one-dimensional machine, hence the object unfolds in time.
Imagine a weaving machine. Using the rule, but starting with two separated
cells activated (middle frame of Figure 7.4) produces an interference, a new
pattern that sensitively depends on the separation of the two cells. This
is reminiscent of Moiré patterns but more complicated here because these
automata are not linear systems. For the separation distance � = 100, as
chosen in the figure, stretches of complete regularity emerge in the otherwise
scale-free structure. In contrast, for � = 128, or any other power of 2, the
two Sierpinski triangles just superimpose.

Even more astonishing is rule 110 that does not appear to lead to any sort
of regular pattern. Indeed, it has been shown that this rule defines a universal
automaton. [M. Cook, cited in Wolfram 2002; Kari 2005]. A universal
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Figure 7.4.
Development of states in
the cellular automata shown
in Figure 7.3. The initial
state of the system is shown
in the topmost row of each
frame. Recall that these are
one-dimensional, two-state
automata. Successive rows
represent the system’s state
at the corresponding discrete
times. Simulations run from
t = 0 to 500. Upper: Rule 90
with cell 0 set to state 1 at
t = 0, all the other cells are
in state 0. This unrolls the
Sierpienski triangle. Middle:
Rule 90 with cells 0 and 100
initialized to state 1, all the
others in state 0. Notice the
regular Moiré pattern that
introduces a scale. Lower:
Rule 110 with cell 0 initialized
to state 1, all the others in
state 0. Following the rule’s
symmetry, this system only
grows to the left whereas
rule 90 leads to symmetric
growth.

rule 90

rule 110

rule 90

ref wolfram-90-110; file fig/7-dco/wolfram-90-110

automaton is a machine that can compute everything that is computable,
albeit not necessarily in the most e�cient way.

Two-Dimensional Rules For the minimal two-dimensional automaton that
uses the 5-neighborhood, there are 25 = 32 configurations. Again considering
a machine with just two states, we find 232 = 4Õ294Õ967Õ296 di�erent rules.
Each of these defines a specific automaton all of them with the same set of
states and neighborhood. The corresponding numbers for the 9-neighborhood
are 29 = 512 and 229 = O(10154), respectively. Apparently, the number of
possible rules grows rapidly with the rule’s dimension d, with the number s
of possible states, and with the extent of the neighborhood.

Dimensions We call rules n-dimensional that extend in n directions, above
with just n œ {1, 2}. Correspondingly, they produce patterns in n spatial
dimensions. The patterns themselves are described in a much higher dimen-
sional space, however, because for each cell the state has to be specified. For
instance, the automata as considered above expand in an unbounded space,
hence their dimension becomes infinite as time progresses. It is our freedom to
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Figure 7.4.
Development of states in
the cellular automata shown
in Figure 7.3. The initial
state of the system is shown
in the topmost row of each
frame. Recall that these are
one-dimensional, two-state
automata. Successive rows
represent the system’s state
at the corresponding discrete
times. Simulations run from
t = 0 to 500. Upper: Rule 90
with cell 0 set to state 1 at
t = 0, all the other cells are
in state 0. This unrolls the
Sierpienski triangle. Middle:
Rule 90 with cells 0 and 100
initialized to state 1, all the
others in state 0. Notice the
regular Moiré pattern that
introduces a scale. Lower:
Rule 110 with cell 0 initialized
to state 1, all the others in
state 0. Following the rule’s
symmetry, this system only
grows to the left whereas
rule 90 leads to symmetric
growth.

rule 90

rule 110

rule 90

ref wolfram-90-110; file fig/7-dco/wolfram-90-110

automaton is a machine that can compute everything that is computable,
albeit not necessarily in the most e�cient way.

Two-Dimensional Rules For the minimal two-dimensional automaton that
uses the 5-neighborhood, there are 25 = 32 configurations. Again considering
a machine with just two states, we find 232 = 4Õ294Õ967Õ296 di�erent rules.
Each of these defines a specific automaton all of them with the same set of
states and neighborhood. The corresponding numbers for the 9-neighborhood
are 29 = 512 and 229 = O(10154), respectively. Apparently, the number of
possible rules grows rapidly with the rule’s dimension d, with the number s
of possible states, and with the extent of the neighborhood.

Dimensions We call rules n-dimensional that extend in n directions, above
with just n œ {1, 2}. Correspondingly, they produce patterns in n spatial
dimensions. The patterns themselves are described in a much higher dimen-
sional space, however, because for each cell the state has to be specified. For
instance, the automata as considered above expand in an unbounded space,
hence their dimension becomes infinite as time progresses. It is our freedom to

run for 500 time steps
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Figure 7.3.
Rules 90 and 110 [Wolfram 1984b,c] for one-
dimensional, two-state cellular automata with
nearest-neighbor interaction. For rule 90, the
upper row gives the 8 possible configurations
of this system with white and black squares
for states 0 and 1, respectively. The corre-
sponding lower row is the updated state of
the center element. For rule 110, only the
set of updated states is given. The binary
representation of the rule’s number is given in
parenthesis. There are 28 = 256 rules. ref wolfram-rules; file fig/7-dco/wolfram-rules

each of these configurations a state for the center element at the next time
step. Hence, there exist 223 = 256 di�erent rules for this setup, each of them
specifying an automaton. Two of them, rules 90 and 110 of Wolfram [1984b],
are shown in Figure 7.3. While these rules are deceptively simple, and most — fig wolfram-rules

of them indeed lead to pretty dull developments like all states becoming equal
or uniform sets of lines, some of them produce quite unexpected structures.
Rules 90 and 110 are two of the interesting ones (Figure 7.4).

Wolfram distinguishes 4 classes, maybe go into that

— fig wolfram-90-110Iterating rule 90, starting from a single cell in state 1, generates the
Sierpienski triangle, a scale-free fractal object. Recall, however, that the
automaton is a one-dimensional machine, hence the object unfolds in time.
Imagine a weaving machine. Using the rule, but starting with two separated
cells activated (middle frame of Figure 7.4) produces an interference, a new
pattern that sensitively depends on the separation of the two cells. This
is reminiscent of Moiré patterns but more complicated here because these
automata are not linear systems. For the separation distance � = 100, as
chosen in the figure, stretches of complete regularity emerge in the otherwise
scale-free structure. In contrast, for � = 128, or any other power of 2, the
two Sierpinski triangles just superimpose.

Even more astonishing is rule 110 that does not appear to lead to any sort
of regular pattern. Indeed, it has been shown that this rule defines a universal
automaton. [M. Cook, cited in Wolfram 2002; Kari 2005]. A universal

rule 110 (01101110)
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1951 invented by von Neumann, following suggestion by Ulam
aim: is autonomous evolution (self-replication) possible?

1966 von Neumann: yes, with 29-state system (!)

1984 & 1986 Langton demonstrated

with a much simpler automaton than von Neumann’s, if it is cyclic

• copying (transcription) and
• execution of code (translation)

1997 Chou & Reggia: self-replication starting from random initial state

2013 Huang: dynamic adaptation to (changing) environment

2002 Wolfram: CA-based “A New Kind of Science”

1967 Zuse “Rechnender Raum” (forgotten)
↕
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R : if ni,j > nc :

ni,j ! ni,j � 4

ni±1,j ! ni±1,j + 1

ni,j±1 ! ni,j±1 + 1

abstraction: BTW sandpile model
Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld [1987]

• cellular automaton, bounded square grid
• rule

slope 
(not height!)
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Figure 8.14.
Neighborhoods commonly
employed for two-dimensional
cellular automata. For d
dimensions, the neighborhoods
are classified in analogy, with
[2d + 1]- and 3d-neighborhoods as
the extreme cases. Notice that a
point always belongs to its own
neighborhood. ref ca-grid; file fig/8-cof/ca-grid

8.4
Cellular Automata

label: s-cof-ca

idx: cellular automata|textbf

idx: CA|seecellular automata
Complex systems by definition are high-dimensional and nonlinear. Their
detailed representation thus eventually calls for numerical simulations. One
traditional approach is the formulation of the system’s development by partial
di�erential equations (PDEs). It is prevalent for systems that operate in idx: PDE|seepartial di�erential equation

continuous environments, like our regular physical space, and that are well-
described in terms of conservation-, flux-, and interaction-laws. Fluid flow
and the associated passive or active scalar transport is the prime example.
A large class of environmental systems is not known to a degree that the
formulation of PDEs is warranted, however. Furthermore, the numerical
solution of PDEs is often a highly involved undertaking that is only feasible
for a small and specialized community. Cellular automata o�er a handy
solution for both di�culties.

8.4.1
Fundamentals
A cellular automaton A = {G, S, R} is a set with three disparate components:
(i) an arrangement G of cells, (ii) a finite and countable set S of states, and
(iii) a rule R that describes the development of the states. Typically, G is a
d-dimensional rectangular grid with equilateral cells, the number of states is
small, in the minimal setting just S = {0, 1}, and the rule is local such that
the state at location i = (i, j, . . . ) and time step n + 1, S

n+1
i , depends on S

n
iÕ

at the previous time step n, where iÕ is in the neighborhood of i (Figure 8.14).
We write the neighborhood of i in shorthand as iÕ

œ N (i). — fig ca-grid

A key element of an automaton is its rule. It defines for every configuration
of the neighborhood iÕ of i the state that is assigned to i in the next step.
For the minimal two-dimensional automaton, one with just the two states
0 and 1, there are 25 = 32 configurations if the 5-neighborhood is used.
For each of them, the next state of i can be either 0 or 1, hence there
are 232 = 4Õ294Õ967Õ296 di�erent rules, each of which defines a specific
automaton. The corresponding numbers for the 9-neighborhood are 29 = 512

cellular automaton: A = {G, S,R}

G: arrangement of cells

S: finite and countable set of states

R: rule that describes the development of the states

reality
heap of sand 



R : if ni,j > nc :

ni,j ! ni,j � 4

ni±1,j ! ni±1,j + 1

ni,j±1 ! ni,j±1 + 1

abstraction: BTW sandpile model
Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld [1987]

• cellular automaton, bounded square grid
• rule

slope 
(not height!)
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8.4
Cellular Automata
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idx: cellular automata|textbf

idx: CA|seecellular automata
Complex systems by definition are high-dimensional and nonlinear. Their
detailed representation thus eventually calls for numerical simulations. One
traditional approach is the formulation of the system’s development by partial
di�erential equations (PDEs). It is prevalent for systems that operate in idx: PDE|seepartial di�erential equation

continuous environments, like our regular physical space, and that are well-
described in terms of conservation-, flux-, and interaction-laws. Fluid flow
and the associated passive or active scalar transport is the prime example.
A large class of environmental systems is not known to a degree that the
formulation of PDEs is warranted, however. Furthermore, the numerical
solution of PDEs is often a highly involved undertaking that is only feasible
for a small and specialized community. Cellular automata o�er a handy
solution for both di�culties.

8.4.1
Fundamentals
A cellular automaton A = {G, S, R} is a set with three disparate components:
(i) an arrangement G of cells, (ii) a finite and countable set S of states, and
(iii) a rule R that describes the development of the states. Typically, G is a
d-dimensional rectangular grid with equilateral cells, the number of states is
small, in the minimal setting just S = {0, 1}, and the rule is local such that
the state at location i = (i, j, . . . ) and time step n + 1, S

n+1
i , depends on S

n
iÕ

at the previous time step n, where iÕ is in the neighborhood of i (Figure 8.14).
We write the neighborhood of i in shorthand as iÕ

œ N (i). — fig ca-grid

A key element of an automaton is its rule. It defines for every configuration
of the neighborhood iÕ of i the state that is assigned to i in the next step.
For the minimal two-dimensional automaton, one with just the two states
0 and 1, there are 25 = 32 configurations if the 5-neighborhood is used.
For each of them, the next state of i can be either 0 or 1, hence there
are 232 = 4Õ294Õ967Õ296 di�erent rules, each of which defines a specific
automaton. The corresponding numbers for the 9-neighborhood are 29 = 512

cellular automaton: A = {G, S,R}

G: arrangement of cells

S: finite and countable set of states

R: rule that describes the development of the states
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• uniform random with ni,j > nc, 8i, j

• apply rule R until static (outlet boundaries)

,! uniform random field with ni,j 2 [nc � 3, nc]
with nc = 10, hni = 9.12 = nc � 0.88
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Figure 8.15. (left) Critical state of the sandpile model (9.1) simulated on a
2562 grid. Values range between nc = 10 (white) and 7 (black) with a mean value
of 9.12. Notice that the actual value chosen for nc is immaterial. (right) Exemplary
avalanches, triggered by adding one unit at a randomly chosen cell of a 5122 grid.
The avalanches have been selected to exhibit a range of sizes, from 138’280 grid
cells, some 53% of the total area, down to 1’086. They are shown in shades of red
with smaller avalanches overprinted on the larger ones.

8.4.3
Forest-Fire Model

label: ss-cof-FFM
idx: forest-fire modelAs a prototype stochastic cellular automaton we choose the forest-fire model

(FFM) originally proposed by Bak et al. [1990] and studied in more detail by idx: FFM|seeforest-fire model

Drossel and Schwabl [1992].
The storyline of the FFM is to represent a large and uniform landscape

where trees sprout and grow continuously and where fires ravage through the
forest whenever the density of trees is su�ciently high.

In two dimensions the FFM consists of (i) N ◊ N square cells with peri-
odic, fixed, or impermeable boundaries and either a 5- or a 9-neighborhood
N , (ii) the set {empty,tree,burning} of states, and (iii) the development
rule

cof.35x burning æ empty
tree æ burning, if iÕ

œ N (i) burning
tree æ burning, with probability f (lightning)

empty æ tree, with probability p (growth) (8.36)

that are applied to all cells i simultaneously. The states are typically initial-
ized randomly and the system’s development is studied for di�erent values
of p and f , and for di�erent domains. The model is sometimes enhanced by
including immunity. Then, a tree with a burning neighbor only starts burning
with probability 1 ≠ g, where g represents the degree of immunity [Clar et al.
1996]. We will in the following restrict ourselves to g = 0. Already this
reduced model has a rather rich phenomenology that again can be represented
in the context of the phase diagram Figure 8.3.

2562 cells with 5-neighborhood

operation

• add single unit at random location i, j

• apply rule R until static
notice: model has no time, just order

,! avalanches with wide range of sizes
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Figure 8.15. (left) Critical state of the sandpile model (9.1) simulated on a
2562 grid. Values range between nc = 10 (white) and 7 (black) with a mean value
of 9.12. Notice that the actual value chosen for nc is immaterial. (right) Exemplary
avalanches, triggered by adding one unit at a randomly chosen cell of a 5122 grid.
The avalanches have been selected to exhibit a range of sizes, from 138’280 grid
cells, some 53% of the total area, down to 1’086. They are shown in shades of red
with smaller avalanches overprinted on the larger ones.

8.4.3
Forest-Fire Model

label: ss-cof-FFM
idx: forest-fire modelAs a prototype stochastic cellular automaton we choose the forest-fire model

(FFM) originally proposed by Bak et al. [1990] and studied in more detail by idx: FFM|seeforest-fire model

Drossel and Schwabl [1992].
The storyline of the FFM is to represent a large and uniform landscape

where trees sprout and grow continuously and where fires ravage through the
forest whenever the density of trees is su�ciently high.

In two dimensions the FFM consists of (i) N ◊ N square cells with peri-
odic, fixed, or impermeable boundaries and either a 5- or a 9-neighborhood
N , (ii) the set {empty,tree,burning} of states, and (iii) the development
rule

cof.35x burning æ empty
tree æ burning, if iÕ

œ N (i) burning
tree æ burning, with probability f (lightning)

empty æ tree, with probability p (growth) (8.36)

that are applied to all cells i simultaneously. The states are typically initial-
ized randomly and the system’s development is studied for di�erent values
of p and f , and for di�erent domains. The model is sometimes enhanced by
including immunity. Then, a tree with a burning neighbor only starts burning
with probability 1 ≠ g, where g represents the degree of immunity [Clar et al.
1996]. We will in the following restrict ourselves to g = 0. Already this
reduced model has a rather rich phenomenology that again can be represented
in the context of the phase diagram Figure 8.3.

5122 cells with 5-neighborhood

– largest shown: 138’280 cell (53% of domain) 
– smallest shown: 1’086 cells
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Figure 8.15. (left) Critical state of the sandpile model (9.1) simulated on a
2562 grid. Values range between nc = 10 (white) and 7 (black) with a mean value
of 9.12. Notice that the actual value chosen for nc is immaterial. (right) Exemplary
avalanches, triggered by adding one unit at a randomly chosen cell of a 5122 grid.
The avalanches have been selected to exhibit a range of sizes, from 138’280 grid
cells, some 53% of the total area, down to 1’086. They are shown in shades of red
with smaller avalanches overprinted on the larger ones.

8.4.3
Forest-Fire Model

label: ss-cof-FFM
idx: forest-fire modelAs a prototype stochastic cellular automaton we choose the forest-fire model

(FFM) originally proposed by Bak et al. [1990] and studied in more detail by idx: FFM|seeforest-fire model

Drossel and Schwabl [1992].
The storyline of the FFM is to represent a large and uniform landscape

where trees sprout and grow continuously and where fires ravage through the
forest whenever the density of trees is su�ciently high.

In two dimensions the FFM consists of (i) N ◊ N square cells with peri-
odic, fixed, or impermeable boundaries and either a 5- or a 9-neighborhood
N , (ii) the set {empty,tree,burning} of states, and (iii) the development
rule

cof.35x burning æ empty
tree æ burning, if iÕ

œ N (i) burning
tree æ burning, with probability f (lightning)

empty æ tree, with probability p (growth) (8.36)

that are applied to all cells i simultaneously. The states are typically initial-
ized randomly and the system’s development is studied for di�erent values
of p and f , and for di�erent domains. The model is sometimes enhanced by
including immunity. Then, a tree with a burning neighbor only starts burning
with probability 1 ≠ g, where g represents the degree of immunity [Clar et al.
1996]. We will in the following restrict ourselves to g = 0. Already this
reduced model has a rather rich phenomenology that again can be represented
in the context of the phase diagram Figure 8.3.

5122 cells with 5-neighborhood

2562 cells with 5-neighborhood
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Figure 7.7. Sequence of area fraction and mean slope after initial relaxation to
a random state. Domain size is ¸ = 256. Each avalanche is represented by a dot. In
the upper frame, dot size increases with area fraction. In the lower frame, the thin
slanted line indicates the slope that results from adding individual “grains”, hence
the maximal possible rate of increase. The jumps from higher to lower angles are
caused by large avalanches.

that the area is bounded by A Æ ¸2 and that the size is larger or equal to the
area as the same cell can topple many times in a single avalanche.

A sequence of avalanches and slopes reveals a wide range of avalanche
sizes (Figure 7.7). The largest reach some 94% of the domain. This wide — fig BTW-aval-time

distribution is quite independent of the choice of ¸, once some minimal value
is exceeded. In contrast, the slopes are quite constant with ÈnÍ ≠ nc ¥ ≠0.88
and just some erratic fluctuations. Their variance is small, however, and it
is found to decrease proportionally with ¸2. Hence, ÈnÍ ≠ nc is recognized as
a well-defined emergent property of the BTW-sandpile.

Finding ÈnÍ to vary along the sequence indeed warrants a thought. After
all, rule (7.1) is conservative and just distributes the “grains of slope”, as
also illustrated in Figure 7.5. However, there are two cause for ÈnÍ to change:
(i) In each step of the sequence, a single grain is added. This increases ÈnÍ

by ¸2. (ii) Grains can be lost at the boundary. This may be an arbitrary
number, depending on the size of the avalanche, and it results a negative
jump of ÈnÍ. The probability for such a jump increases with the size of the
avalanche, as does its size. Indeed, small avalanches seldomly intersect the
boundary, hence leave ÈnÍ except for the increase due to the single grain
added to release it.

largest avalanche recorded

dissipation

adding single grain per step 
to subcritical sites

forcing

example:
�hni = �0.002 ) �A/`2 = �0.002
(some 131 cells in 2562 domain)

such loss is most probable
with large avalanches

n conserved by process
) �hni from balance in- and outflow
n conserved by process
) �hni from balance in- and outflow

• hni is well-defined quantity, with variance �2
n / `�2

,! mean slope is emergent property

• A/`2 quite independent of ` (scale-free)
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Complementary cumulative probability
distribution (9.2) of avalanche sizes for
square grids with side length 32, 64,. . . ,
2048 (yellow to dark red), where A is
the number of cells touched. The black
line represents the power-law (9.3) with
– = ≠0.215. The distribution for the
20482 grid is uneven due to the limited
statistics that is based on just 11’500
avalanches. The other distributions are
based on ensembles that consist of at
least 21’000 avalanches. ref BTW-distr; file fig/8-cof/BTW3n-plot

where N0 is the total number of avalanches and pA(a) da the probability to
find one in the interval [a, a + da[. As expected, this distribution is very
wide and ranges from the size of the local neighborhood, A = 5, all the way
to the entire domain with A = N

2 (Figure 9.3). For su�ciently large grids — fig BTW-distr

and su�ciently away from the limiting values, PA(A) is well-described by the
power-law

cof.35x PA(A) = A
–

, (9.3)

with – ¥ ≠0.215 for a two-dimensional system. The actual distribution
deviates from this power-law only for avalanches whose extent exceeds some
5% of the grid area. These have a higher probability to hit the boundary,
which then limits their size and thus adulterates the statistics.

check following text, but adapt to previous intro, spec Figure 8.3
The observed power-law distribution, and understanding the underlying

mechanism, indicates that the system is in a critical state. In contrast
to critical states in condensed matter, for which system parameters must
be adjusted carefully, this system develops autonomously and for all initial
conditions into a critical state, which indeed is an attractive fixpoint. This
is a first instance of a self-organized critical (SOC) system. We recognize
four key ingredients: (i) The system is slowly driven by the sequence of
adding a single grain and the completely relaxing the state. (ii) It has a
threshold because a site that exceeds the critical value nc looses four units,
hence can then accept several units before giving rise to an avalanche again.
(iii) Its dynamics is dominated by interaction, not by inertia, for instance.
(iv) The development is conservative in that grains are just redistributed,
neither added nor removed. Grains are of course added to initialize the
development and are removed at the boundaries to end it.

slowly-driven interaction-dominated threshold systems
why sandpile — fig BTW-distr

322 20482

BTW sandpile model – scaling
PA(A) =

Z 1

A
pA(a) da =

N(A)

N0

↵ = �0.215
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Figure 7.6.
Sketch for finite-size scaling of a sandpile
model. The same avalanche contributes di�er-
ently to N(A) depending on where it is located
within the frame of interest (yellow) and, from
the perspective of either simulating or observ-
ing the system, on where it was initialized
(star). A further di�erence is that simulations
have a fixed value on the domain’s boundary,
while observations do not. ref dco-finite-size-scaling; file fig/7-dco/finite-size-scaling

view, hence its boundary does not a�ect the underlying process, the entire
situation is scale-invariant such that

AÕ
=

A
¸‹ NÕ

= N—

dco.4 PA(A; ¸) = ¸≠—g
1 A

¸‹

2
, (7.4)

where — and ‹ are called the model’s critical parameters and g is the scaling
function that describes the power-law distribution of small avalanches and
the rapid decay of the probability for observation as a æ ¸2 [Kadano� et al.
1989]. With the above premisses, the function g is universal in the sense that
it is the same for all values of ¸.

Goldenfeld [1992] deduces finite-size scaling in the renormalization

group formalismThe scaling relation (7.4) may be used to empirically verify that a given
process is scale-invariant by ascertaining that constant parameters — and ‹ ex-
ist that map distributions obtained for di�erent domain sizes onto each other.
Figure 7.5 corroborates that this is the case for the BTW model.

Incidentally, (7.4) is just the most simple description of a system that is
near to its critical point and thus truly scale-invariant by definition. Farther
from the critical point, scale-invariance only applies within an ever smaller
range as will be illustrated in Section 7.3.1 below. Then, multifractal scaling
may still provide a useful description [Paladin and Vulpiani 1987; Kadano�
et al. 1989; MarkoviÊ and Gros 2014].

idx: universality class

Universality Class Processes with identical scaling function g and identical
parameters — and ‹ are said to be in the same universality class. What this
means, roughly speaking, is that the structures, here the avalanches, of the
processes in such a class are the same, i.e., have the same distribution of areas
and shapes. These in turn are manifestations of the underlying microscopic
processes, for instance of their symmetry. It is these properties that “survive”
in the transition to ever larger scales, while all the other details become
irrelevant.

idx: SOC|seeself-organized criticality

idx: self-organized criticality|textbfSelf-Organized Criticality (SOC) The observed power-law distribution
together with our understanding of the underlying mechanism indicates that
the system is in a critical state akin to what is found in fluids or magnets.
These latter systems demand a careful tuning of their parameters in order

finite size scaling

large system, power-law distribution (scale-free)

PA(A) = A↵ here with ↵ ⇡ �0.215 (for 2d)
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where N0 is the total number of avalanches and pA(a) da the probability to
find one in the interval [a, a + da[. As expected, this distribution is very
wide and ranges from the size of the local neighborhood, A = 5, all the way
to the entire domain with A = N

2 (Figure 9.3). For su�ciently large grids — fig BTW-distr

and su�ciently away from the limiting values, PA(A) is well-described by the
power-law

cof.35x PA(A) = A
–

, (9.3)

with – ¥ ≠0.215 for a two-dimensional system. The actual distribution
deviates from this power-law only for avalanches whose extent exceeds some
5% of the grid area. These have a higher probability to hit the boundary,
which then limits their size and thus adulterates the statistics.

check following text, but adapt to previous intro, spec Figure 8.3
The observed power-law distribution, and understanding the underlying

mechanism, indicates that the system is in a critical state. In contrast
to critical states in condensed matter, for which system parameters must
be adjusted carefully, this system develops autonomously and for all initial
conditions into a critical state, which indeed is an attractive fixpoint. This
is a first instance of a self-organized critical (SOC) system. We recognize
four key ingredients: (i) The system is slowly driven by the sequence of
adding a single grain and the completely relaxing the state. (ii) It has a
threshold because a site that exceeds the critical value nc looses four units,
hence can then accept several units before giving rise to an avalanche again.
(iii) Its dynamics is dominated by interaction, not by inertia, for instance.
(iv) The development is conservative in that grains are just redistributed,
neither added nor removed. Grains are of course added to initialize the
development and are removed at the boundaries to end it.

slowly-driven interaction-dominated threshold systems
why sandpile — fig BTW-distr

322 20482

BTW sandpile model – scaling
PA(A) =

Z 1

A
pA(a) da =

N(A)

N0

↵ = �0.215

BTW sandpile model 
strict-sense SOC
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Figure 9.3.
— new text — Cumulative size
distribution of avalanches for square
grids with side length 32, 64,. . . , 2048,
where A is the number of cells touched
and NA is the fraction of avalanches
larger than A. The black line represents
the power-law (9.3) with – = ≠0.215.
Manna [1991], with a much better
statistics then the simulations here,
found – = ≠0.2007. — TO TEXT:
AÕ = A

L–1 N Õ
A = NAL–1[–2≠1]

ref BTW-distr; file fig/8-cof/BTW3n-scale-plot

label: sss-cof-manna
idx: Manna model

Manna Model

Constant Energy Model MarkoviÊ and Gros [2014]

Deterministic vs Stochastic avalanche is deterministic, set of avalanches
is not

9.2
Critical Phenomena

—scavenged, refer to ch-9-soc-140727.tex for original text

9.3
Self-Organization

label: soc-s-soc

We found above, in Section ??, that critical phenomena at a second order
phase transition result from the unbounded spatial extent of fluctuation
clusters, which in turn leads to the divergence of material properties.

BTW (Bak, Tang, Wiesenfeld) as start————
Here, we first illustrate such a transition with the example of percolation

and then proceed to a forest-fire model to illustrate the self-organization of
a system into such a critical state.

scaling:

finite size scaling

PA(A; `) = `��g
⇣A

`⌫

⌘

g: scaling function
�, ⌫: critical parameters

large system, power-law distribution (scale-free)

PA(A) = A↵ here with ↵ ⇡ �0.215 (for 2d)
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SOC – rice pile
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Frette, V., K. Christensen, A. Malthe-Sorenssen, J. Feder, T. Jossang, and P. Meakin, 1996: 
Avalanche dynamics in a pile of rice, Nature, 379, 49-52.

[Frette et al., 1996]
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relative dissipation of potential energy 
(relative to largest observed event)
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SOC – rice pile
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gain

loss

two experimental avalanches
[Frette et al., 1996]

grains added at wall: 20 min-1

plate separation

grain length
= 0.8
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[Frette et al., 1996]

SOC – rice pile

energy unit " = mg� (�: length of length of grain)
<latexit sha1_base64="uWCqMA2uIilP4O9Biy/TzaCScMM=">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</latexit>
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SOC – rice pile: really SOC? [Frette et al., 1996]

rice A (aspect ratio 3.8, unpolished)
power-law distribution

© 1996 Nature  Publishing Group

rice B (aspect ratio 2, polished)
stretched-exponential distribution

© 1996 Nature  Publishing Group

p(x) ⇠ exp(�x�)p(x) ⇠ x�↵
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SOC – rice pile: really SOC? [Frette et al., 1996]

rice A (aspect ratio 3.8, unpolished)
power-law distribution

© 1996 Nature  Publishing Group

rice B (aspect ratio 2, polished)
stretched-exponential distribution

© 1996 Nature  Publishing Group

p(x) ⇠ exp(�x�)p(x) ⇠ x�↵

L 2 16, 33, 66, 105: system size
in units of grain length

E: energy dissipation per event
in units of 1.54 µJ

E: energy dissipation per event
in units of 0.867 µJ

L 2 26, 52, 104: system size
in units of grain length

characterization:(alternative to SOC)slowly-driveninteraction-dominatedthreshold systems

still, for both
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self-organization 
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general summary so far

33

strict-sense
SOC-regime

increasing 
overlap 
of coexisting 
avalanches

transition regime

fluid dynamics

self-organization of 
high-dimensional system into 
low-dimensional large-scale state 
due to external forcing 
this SO-state 
•depends on a few averages 
over microscopic quantities 

• is hard to predict from 
microscopic details 

• is robust and easy to observe 
because of self-organization

first example of a system with 
an attractor that is strange and 
high-dimensional at small scales 
(avalanches) but deterministic 
and low-dimensional (fixpoint) 
at large scales

very low probability for 
overlapping avalanches: 
phase separation orthogonal

weak-sense
SOC-regime
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contact processes
transfer of some property 
from a location to its 
neighborhood

examples
• fires in a forest, in a city

• pathogens in societies and networks of 
vegetations, animals, humans, computers

• a piece of information, 
a rumor, novel idea, habit, app,…, 
in humans, animals, computers

exceedingly complicated in specific detail,
but with same underlying structure
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i,ji,j

5- (von Neumann)
neighborhood

9- (Moore)
neighborhood

Figure 8.14.
Neighborhoods commonly
employed for two-dimensional
cellular automata. For d
dimensions, the neighborhoods
are classified in analogy, with
[2d + 1]- and 3d-neighborhoods as
the extreme cases. Notice that a
point always belongs to its own
neighborhood. ref ca-grid; file fig/8-cof/ca-grid

8.4
Cellular Automata

label: s-cof-ca

idx: cellular automata|textbf

idx: CA|seecellular automata
Complex systems by definition are high-dimensional and nonlinear. Their
detailed representation thus eventually calls for numerical simulations. One
traditional approach is the formulation of the system’s development by partial
di�erential equations (PDEs). It is prevalent for systems that operate in idx: PDE|seepartial di�erential equation

continuous environments, like our regular physical space, and that are well-
described in terms of conservation-, flux-, and interaction-laws. Fluid flow
and the associated passive or active scalar transport is the prime example.
A large class of environmental systems is not known to a degree that the
formulation of PDEs is warranted, however. Furthermore, the numerical
solution of PDEs is often a highly involved undertaking that is only feasible
for a small and specialized community. Cellular automata o�er a handy
solution for both di�culties.

8.4.1
Fundamentals
A cellular automaton A = {G, S, R} is a set with three disparate components:
(i) an arrangement G of cells, (ii) a finite and countable set S of states, and
(iii) a rule R that describes the development of the states. Typically, G is a
d-dimensional rectangular grid with equilateral cells, the number of states is
small, in the minimal setting just S = {0, 1}, and the rule is local such that
the state at location i = (i, j, . . . ) and time step n + 1, S

n+1
i , depends on S

n
iÕ

at the previous time step n, where iÕ is in the neighborhood of i (Figure 8.14).
We write the neighborhood of i in shorthand as iÕ

œ N (i). — fig ca-grid

A key element of an automaton is its rule. It defines for every configuration
of the neighborhood iÕ of i the state that is assigned to i in the next step.
For the minimal two-dimensional automaton, one with just the two states
0 and 1, there are 25 = 32 configurations if the 5-neighborhood is used.
For each of them, the next state of i can be either 0 or 1, hence there
are 232 = 4Õ294Õ967Õ296 di�erent rules, each of which defines a specific
automaton. The corresponding numbers for the 9-neighborhood are 29 = 512

bounded ☐ grid 
5-neighborhood 
40962 cells
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Figure 7.9.
Sketch of contact process that comprises three parts:
(i) the transition from the passive to the susceptible
state, (ii) the activation through the contact with a
neighboring active site, and (iii) the relaxation back to
passive. ref dco-contact; file fig/7-dco/contact

the relation between SOC and critical (second order) phase transitions than
at understanding environmental systems, however.

intro experiments?

From the perspective of dynamical systems, the critical angle in the sand-
pile model is an attractor, albeit in the ¸d-dimensional space of the complex
system. Indeed, it is the set of all stable configurations {ni, i œ [1, ¸]d}.

The BTW model is a completely deterministic automaton in that adding
some given sequence of grains to some initial configuration will lead to the
exact same development when repeated. This readily follows from the deter-
ministic rule (7.1) and the fact that integer arithmetic is used, which is exact.
In contrast, the Manna model is a stochastic automaton that is defined in
terms of transition probabilities. Notice, however, that also the manifesta-
tions of the BTW automaton are stochastic in the sense that ever so slightly
di�erent initial configurations or forcing sequences will lead to completely
di�erent developments. This of course is reminiscent of deterministic chaos,
which continuous to be relevant also in complex systems.

7.3
Contact Processes

label: s-dco-contact

idx: contact process|textbfWe consider a class of systems with three states – passive, susceptible, and
active – where an active state can activate neighboring susceptibles, which
then relax back to passive, not before having activated their neighboring sus-
ceptibles, however (Figure 7.9). Since activation is by neighboring sites only, — fig dco-contact

except for external events, we call such a system a contact process.
An example of a contact process is a forest in a dry climate. A patch of

bare soil is represented as a passive state, one with a tree as susceptible. Any
arrangement of such patches is stable until a tree catches fire, for instance
from lightning. The corresponding cell then becomes active, can activate
neighboring cells, and then relaxes to the passive state of a bare soil. Many
similar processes readily come to mind: the spreading of a contagious disease,
of a rumor, or of a novel idea. A related situation arises from the invasion
of some liquid into a porous medium, where the diameter of a pore in
conjunction with the liquid’s interfacial tension determines if the liquid can or

R : passive ! passive

susceptible ! active, if a neighbor is active

active ! passive
<latexit sha1_base64="vVrX4wzNQeRFECB1Yo0LHXOYoCQ=">AAAHd3ichZRdbxM5FIYnfIWEz+5e7sVaVFQIoSopQqAVF1RbVYsQEAIFJFxFnhlPxtRjT2xPmsSav7K38Jf4KdzhScdnkrQSvhjZz3te+8w5lsOcM216vR+tS5evXL3Wvt7p3rh56/adu1t/fNSyUBE9iiSX6nNINOVM0CPDDKefc0VJFnL6KTz5t9I/TanSTIoPZp7T44yMBUtYRIxDo63WFg7pmAlLJ4IoReYPy27H4ohwNC 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</latexit>

relaxation
a first process

interesting?

external forcing I 
(growth, learning,…)

external forcing II 
(lightning, infection,…) 
or autocatalytic

states & transitions
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8.4
Cellular Automata

label: s-cof-ca

idx: cellular automata|textbf

idx: CA|seecellular automata
Complex systems by definition are high-dimensional and nonlinear. Their
detailed representation thus eventually calls for numerical simulations. One
traditional approach is the formulation of the system’s development by partial
di�erential equations (PDEs). It is prevalent for systems that operate in idx: PDE|seepartial di�erential equation

continuous environments, like our regular physical space, and that are well-
described in terms of conservation-, flux-, and interaction-laws. Fluid flow
and the associated passive or active scalar transport is the prime example.
A large class of environmental systems is not known to a degree that the
formulation of PDEs is warranted, however. Furthermore, the numerical
solution of PDEs is often a highly involved undertaking that is only feasible
for a small and specialized community. Cellular automata o�er a handy
solution for both di�culties.

8.4.1
Fundamentals
A cellular automaton A = {G, S, R} is a set with three disparate components:
(i) an arrangement G of cells, (ii) a finite and countable set S of states, and
(iii) a rule R that describes the development of the states. Typically, G is a
d-dimensional rectangular grid with equilateral cells, the number of states is
small, in the minimal setting just S = {0, 1}, and the rule is local such that
the state at location i = (i, j, . . . ) and time step n + 1, S

n+1
i , depends on S

n
iÕ

at the previous time step n, where iÕ is in the neighborhood of i (Figure 8.14).
We write the neighborhood of i in shorthand as iÕ

œ N (i). — fig ca-grid

A key element of an automaton is its rule. It defines for every configuration
of the neighborhood iÕ of i the state that is assigned to i in the next step.
For the minimal two-dimensional automaton, one with just the two states
0 and 1, there are 25 = 32 configurations if the 5-neighborhood is used.
For each of them, the next state of i can be either 0 or 1, hence there
are 232 = 4Õ294Õ967Õ296 di�erent rules, each of which defines a specific
automaton. The corresponding numbers for the 9-neighborhood are 29 = 512

relaxation
R : passive ! passive

susceptible ! active , if a neighbor is active

active ! passive .

yes!

density & organization 
of random field
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fl = 0.550 fl = 0.580 fl = flc = 0.592746

ref dco-unifrand; file fig/7-dco/unifrand-4k-clstr

Figure 7.8. Realizations of statistically independent digital random fields
for di�erent densities fl (upper) and corresponding clusters connected in a 5-
neighborhood (lower) for a domain with 40962 ¥ 16.8 · 106 cells. Susceptible cells
in the same cluster are drawn in the same color (out of a palette of 21). Passive
cells are drawn in white, which leads to the overall gray and pastel appearances.
All three fields are generated from the same underlying realization by just shifting
the threshold for the separation between susceptible and passive. The area-
distributions of the clusters are shown in Figure 7.9.

transition at flc indeed corresponds to a critical transition of a thermodynamic
equilibrium system.

We notice in passing that the total number of clusters, NA(1), decreases
with increasing fl due to the aggregation of ever more sites into larger clusters.
Also the exponent of the power-law, the slope of the straight part in Figure
7.9, decreases with fl.

Comments The two rows of Figure 7.8 exhibit two views that are in
stark contrast although they refer to exactly the same fields. The upper
row focuses on local density and shows that it is essentially uniform and
changes just a bit between the di�erent cases. Indeed, just applying some
minute averaging would result in uniform continua. This is guaranteed by the
statistical independence of cell values that prohibits any spatial structures.
Density thus does not reflect the critical transition.

The situation is completely di�erent when we look at the spatial organi-
zation introduced through the definition of a neighborhood (lower row). It
reflects the critical transition by the singularity of the cluster area. Which
one of the two contrasting views is appropriate depends on processes to be

algorithm,
given some field with states
passive and susceptible,
and a definition of neighborhood

• activate & mark single cell
and recursively its neighbors

• iterate until all passive

• color same cluster cells
& do statistics
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Figure 7.8. Realizations of statistically independent digital random fields
for di�erent densities fl (upper) and corresponding clusters connected in a 5-
neighborhood (lower) for a domain with 40962 ¥ 16.8 · 106 cells. Susceptible cells
in the same cluster are drawn in the same color (out of a palette of 21). Passive
cells are drawn in white, which leads to the overall gray and pastel appearances.
All three fields are generated from the same underlying realization by just shifting
the threshold for the separation between susceptible and passive. The area-
distributions of the clusters are shown in Figure 7.9.

transition at flc indeed corresponds to a critical transition of a thermodynamic
equilibrium system.

We notice in passing that the total number of clusters, NA(1), decreases
with increasing fl due to the aggregation of ever more sites into larger clusters.
Also the exponent of the power-law, the slope of the straight part in Figure
7.9, decreases with fl.

Comments The two rows of Figure 7.8 exhibit two views that are in
stark contrast although they refer to exactly the same fields. The upper
row focuses on local density and shows that it is essentially uniform and
changes just a bit between the di�erent cases. Indeed, just applying some
minute averaging would result in uniform continua. This is guaranteed by the
statistical independence of cell values that prohibits any spatial structures.
Density thus does not reflect the critical transition.

The situation is completely di�erent when we look at the spatial organi-
zation introduced through the definition of a neighborhood (lower row). It
reflects the critical transition by the singularity of the cluster area. Which
one of the two contrasting views is appropriate depends on processes to be
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8.4
Cellular Automata

label: s-cof-ca

idx: cellular automata|textbf

idx: CA|seecellular automata
Complex systems by definition are high-dimensional and nonlinear. Their
detailed representation thus eventually calls for numerical simulations. One
traditional approach is the formulation of the system’s development by partial
di�erential equations (PDEs). It is prevalent for systems that operate in idx: PDE|seepartial di�erential equation

continuous environments, like our regular physical space, and that are well-
described in terms of conservation-, flux-, and interaction-laws. Fluid flow
and the associated passive or active scalar transport is the prime example.
A large class of environmental systems is not known to a degree that the
formulation of PDEs is warranted, however. Furthermore, the numerical
solution of PDEs is often a highly involved undertaking that is only feasible
for a small and specialized community. Cellular automata o�er a handy
solution for both di�culties.

8.4.1
Fundamentals
A cellular automaton A = {G, S, R} is a set with three disparate components:
(i) an arrangement G of cells, (ii) a finite and countable set S of states, and
(iii) a rule R that describes the development of the states. Typically, G is a
d-dimensional rectangular grid with equilateral cells, the number of states is
small, in the minimal setting just S = {0, 1}, and the rule is local such that
the state at location i = (i, j, . . . ) and time step n + 1, S

n+1
i , depends on S

n
iÕ

at the previous time step n, where iÕ is in the neighborhood of i (Figure 8.14).
We write the neighborhood of i in shorthand as iÕ

œ N (i). — fig ca-grid

A key element of an automaton is its rule. It defines for every configuration
of the neighborhood iÕ of i the state that is assigned to i in the next step.
For the minimal two-dimensional automaton, one with just the two states
0 and 1, there are 25 = 32 configurations if the 5-neighborhood is used.
For each of them, the next state of i can be either 0 or 1, hence there
are 232 = 4Õ294Õ967Õ296 di�erent rules, each of which defines a specific
automaton. The corresponding numbers for the 9-neighborhood are 29 = 512
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passive and susceptible,
and a definition of neighborhood

• activate & mark single cell
and recursively its neighbors

• iterate until all passive

• color same cluster cells
& do statistics
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Figure 7.8. Realizations of statistically independent digital random fields
for di�erent densities fl (upper) and corresponding clusters connected in a 5-
neighborhood (lower) for a domain with 40962 ¥ 16.8 · 106 cells. Susceptible cells
in the same cluster are drawn in the same color (out of a palette of 21). Passive
cells are drawn in white, which leads to the overall gray and pastel appearances.
All three fields are generated from the same underlying realization by just shifting
the threshold for the separation between susceptible and passive. The area-
distributions of the clusters are shown in Figure 7.9.

transition at flc indeed corresponds to a critical transition of a thermodynamic
equilibrium system.

We notice in passing that the total number of clusters, NA(1), decreases
with increasing fl due to the aggregation of ever more sites into larger clusters.
Also the exponent of the power-law, the slope of the straight part in Figure
7.9, decreases with fl.

Comments The two rows of Figure 7.8 exhibit two views that are in
stark contrast although they refer to exactly the same fields. The upper
row focuses on local density and shows that it is essentially uniform and
changes just a bit between the di�erent cases. Indeed, just applying some
minute averaging would result in uniform continua. This is guaranteed by the
statistical independence of cell values that prohibits any spatial structures.
Density thus does not reflect the critical transition.

The situation is completely di�erent when we look at the spatial organi-
zation introduced through the definition of a neighborhood (lower row). It
reflects the critical transition by the singularity of the cluster area. Which
one of the two contrasting views is appropriate depends on processes to be
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Figure 7.9.
Cumulative area-distribution of the
clusters in Figure 7.8, for the di�erent
values of fl. The area A is the number
of susceptible cells in a cluster, which is
by the factor fl smaller than the visual
area, and NA is the number of clusters
larger than A. Logarithmic bins were
used to have comparable numbers in
the bins. Still the ends are rugged. For
large values of A, this results from the
small number of clusters that reach the
size of the system. For small values of
A, it reflects the spatial discretization,
which causes several bins to contain the
same number of cells. ref dco-unifrand-histo; file fig/7-dco/unifrand-4k-clstr-histo

studied. For instance, an estimate of the potential harvest from a forest
depends on the density, while an assessment of the vulnerability to fire
depends on the distribution of clusters.

The spatial organization apparently depends on the definition of the neigh-
borhood. Di�erent choices lead to the same general phenomenology – the
divergence of the cluster area as the critical density flc is approached from
below – but to di�erent values of flc. For instance, for a uniform random
distribution on a two-dimensional quadrangular grid with 9-neighborhood,
flc ¥ 0.407 [Malarz and Galam 2005]. Values for flc for a wide range of
topologies and neighborhoods are readily available.

Staying with the above example of a forest, we realize that di�erent neigh-
borhoods are associated with di�erent processes, e.g., for fire, wood cutting,
diseases that are transferred by wind, or by birds, or by mammals, but
also for the competition between trees for light, water, and nutrients. This
understanding is readily transferred to spatial distributions of other quanti-
ties, all of which exhibit a range of organizations with respect to di�erent
neighborhoods, many of which are indeed self-organized by the respective
processes. We will explore examples in the following sections.

7.3.2
Percolation

idx: percolation|(

A two-state distribution where cells are either passive or susceptible is stable
under rule (7.5). Its spatial organization only becomes manifest if a subset
of cells is activated. In the most simple situation rule (7.5) is then iterated
until a new stable configuration is reached, a transition that turns passive
all clusters of susceptible cells that are connected with the initially activated
set. Such a process is called a percolation, a name that originates from the
example of a liquid invading a porous medium.
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8.4
Cellular Automata

label: s-cof-ca

idx: cellular automata|textbf

idx: CA|seecellular automata
Complex systems by definition are high-dimensional and nonlinear. Their
detailed representation thus eventually calls for numerical simulations. One
traditional approach is the formulation of the system’s development by partial
di�erential equations (PDEs). It is prevalent for systems that operate in idx: PDE|seepartial di�erential equation

continuous environments, like our regular physical space, and that are well-
described in terms of conservation-, flux-, and interaction-laws. Fluid flow
and the associated passive or active scalar transport is the prime example.
A large class of environmental systems is not known to a degree that the
formulation of PDEs is warranted, however. Furthermore, the numerical
solution of PDEs is often a highly involved undertaking that is only feasible
for a small and specialized community. Cellular automata o�er a handy
solution for both di�culties.

8.4.1
Fundamentals
A cellular automaton A = {G, S, R} is a set with three disparate components:
(i) an arrangement G of cells, (ii) a finite and countable set S of states, and
(iii) a rule R that describes the development of the states. Typically, G is a
d-dimensional rectangular grid with equilateral cells, the number of states is
small, in the minimal setting just S = {0, 1}, and the rule is local such that
the state at location i = (i, j, . . . ) and time step n + 1, S

n+1
i , depends on S

n
iÕ

at the previous time step n, where iÕ is in the neighborhood of i (Figure 8.14).
We write the neighborhood of i in shorthand as iÕ

œ N (i). — fig ca-grid

A key element of an automaton is its rule. It defines for every configuration
of the neighborhood iÕ of i the state that is assigned to i in the next step.
For the minimal two-dimensional automaton, one with just the two states
0 and 1, there are 25 = 32 configurations if the 5-neighborhood is used.
For each of them, the next state of i can be either 0 or 1, hence there
are 232 = 4Õ294Õ967Õ296 di�erent rules, each of which defines a specific
automaton. The corresponding numbers for the 9-neighborhood are 29 = 512
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• initial: random with uniform density ⇢0 of susceptible states

• forcing: lower boundary constantly active, others inactive

• grid: 40962 cells with 5-neighborhood
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fl0 = 0.583

flf = 0.568

fl0 = flc = 0.592746

flf = 0.320

fl0 = 0.603

flf = 0.123

ref cof-percolate5; file fig/8-cof/percolate5

Figure 8.16. Forest-fire model with no growth (p = 0) and no lightning (f =
0). The forest is initialized with a random distribution of trees with density fl0. All
the trees on the lower boundary are then set afire. The distribution of trees (green)
is shown after the fire ceased, or left the region, now with density flf . Burnt trees
are shown in red, empty sites in yellow. The simulation was run on a grid with
41962 cells and rule (9.3) on a 5-neighborhood.

We notice that there are many alternative storylines. One of them is
a contagious disease with states {empty,tree,contagious}, another one dis-
ease and immune protection with states {immune,susceptible,contagious}.
Similarly, we could think of modeling the growth of ideas and subsequent
spread and entrenchment of conceptual frameworks. Actually any contact
process with a local inactivation can be cast in the form of an FFM.

idx: percolation|(

Percolation Consider a forest with a random distribution of trees such
that the density fl0 is uniform. Imagine the lower boundary being set afire
and the fire develop according to (9.3) with a 5-neighborhood. Since burning
of a real forest is fast on the time-scale of tree growth, we set p = 0 and we
furthermore let the lightning probability vanishes, f = 0.
Subcritical Regime For an initial tree density fl0 < flc, where flc is the
critical value, the fire will run out because it eventually encounters local
configurations with no trees in their neighborhood. The cluster of burnt cell
thus has a finite size and typically is much smaller than the entire domain (left
frame of Figure 8.16 with fl0 = 0.583). The final state, here with flf = 0.568, — fig cof-percolate5

corresponds to an absorbed state in Figure 8.3 even in the limit of an infinite
domain. Notice that in this limit, the density remains approximately the
same since the fire only a�ects a limited region.
Supercritical Regime For an initial density fl0 > flc, the fire is no more
contained and will burn down a large fraction of the forest before it leaves
the domain, here some 80% of the trees (right frame of Figure 8.16 with
fl0 = 0.603). For any finite domain, the final state again corresponds to
an absorbed state, now with a much lower density, however. Here it is
flf = 0.123. In the limit of an infinite domain, the fire would ravage on
end corresponding to an active state of the system.
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8.4
Cellular Automata

label: s-cof-ca

idx: cellular automata|textbf

idx: CA|seecellular automata
Complex systems by definition are high-dimensional and nonlinear. Their
detailed representation thus eventually calls for numerical simulations. One
traditional approach is the formulation of the system’s development by partial
di�erential equations (PDEs). It is prevalent for systems that operate in idx: PDE|seepartial di�erential equation

continuous environments, like our regular physical space, and that are well-
described in terms of conservation-, flux-, and interaction-laws. Fluid flow
and the associated passive or active scalar transport is the prime example.
A large class of environmental systems is not known to a degree that the
formulation of PDEs is warranted, however. Furthermore, the numerical
solution of PDEs is often a highly involved undertaking that is only feasible
for a small and specialized community. Cellular automata o�er a handy
solution for both di�culties.

8.4.1
Fundamentals
A cellular automaton A = {G, S, R} is a set with three disparate components:
(i) an arrangement G of cells, (ii) a finite and countable set S of states, and
(iii) a rule R that describes the development of the states. Typically, G is a
d-dimensional rectangular grid with equilateral cells, the number of states is
small, in the minimal setting just S = {0, 1}, and the rule is local such that
the state at location i = (i, j, . . . ) and time step n + 1, S

n+1
i , depends on S

n
iÕ

at the previous time step n, where iÕ is in the neighborhood of i (Figure 8.14).
We write the neighborhood of i in shorthand as iÕ

œ N (i). — fig ca-grid

A key element of an automaton is its rule. It defines for every configuration
of the neighborhood iÕ of i the state that is assigned to i in the next step.
For the minimal two-dimensional automaton, one with just the two states
0 and 1, there are 25 = 32 configurations if the 5-neighborhood is used.
For each of them, the next state of i can be either 0 or 1, hence there
are 232 = 4Õ294Õ967Õ296 di�erent rules, each of which defines a specific
automaton. The corresponding numbers for the 9-neighborhood are 29 = 512
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Figure 8.16. Forest-fire model with no growth (p = 0) and no lightning (f =
0). The forest is initialized with a random distribution of trees with density fl0. All
the trees on the lower boundary are then set afire. The distribution of trees (green)
is shown after the fire ceased, or left the region, now with density flf . Burnt trees
are shown in red, empty sites in yellow. The simulation was run on a grid with
41962 cells and rule (9.3) on a 5-neighborhood.

We notice that there are many alternative storylines. One of them is
a contagious disease with states {empty,tree,contagious}, another one dis-
ease and immune protection with states {immune,susceptible,contagious}.
Similarly, we could think of modeling the growth of ideas and subsequent
spread and entrenchment of conceptual frameworks. Actually any contact
process with a local inactivation can be cast in the form of an FFM.

idx: percolation|(

Percolation Consider a forest with a random distribution of trees such
that the density fl0 is uniform. Imagine the lower boundary being set afire
and the fire develop according to (9.3) with a 5-neighborhood. Since burning
of a real forest is fast on the time-scale of tree growth, we set p = 0 and we
furthermore let the lightning probability vanishes, f = 0.
Subcritical Regime For an initial tree density fl0 < flc, where flc is the
critical value, the fire will run out because it eventually encounters local
configurations with no trees in their neighborhood. The cluster of burnt cell
thus has a finite size and typically is much smaller than the entire domain (left
frame of Figure 8.16 with fl0 = 0.583). The final state, here with flf = 0.568, — fig cof-percolate5

corresponds to an absorbed state in Figure 8.3 even in the limit of an infinite
domain. Notice that in this limit, the density remains approximately the
same since the fire only a�ects a limited region.
Supercritical Regime For an initial density fl0 > flc, the fire is no more
contained and will burn down a large fraction of the forest before it leaves
the domain, here some 80% of the trees (right frame of Figure 8.16 with
fl0 = 0.603). For any finite domain, the final state again corresponds to
an absorbed state, now with a much lower density, however. Here it is
flf = 0.123. In the limit of an infinite domain, the fire would ravage on
end corresponding to an active state of the system.
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idx: CA|seecellular automata
Complex systems by definition are high-dimensional and nonlinear. Their
detailed representation thus eventually calls for numerical simulations. One
traditional approach is the formulation of the system’s development by partial
di�erential equations (PDEs). It is prevalent for systems that operate in idx: PDE|seepartial di�erential equation

continuous environments, like our regular physical space, and that are well-
described in terms of conservation-, flux-, and interaction-laws. Fluid flow
and the associated passive or active scalar transport is the prime example.
A large class of environmental systems is not known to a degree that the
formulation of PDEs is warranted, however. Furthermore, the numerical
solution of PDEs is often a highly involved undertaking that is only feasible
for a small and specialized community. Cellular automata o�er a handy
solution for both di�culties.

8.4.1
Fundamentals
A cellular automaton A = {G, S, R} is a set with three disparate components:
(i) an arrangement G of cells, (ii) a finite and countable set S of states, and
(iii) a rule R that describes the development of the states. Typically, G is a
d-dimensional rectangular grid with equilateral cells, the number of states is
small, in the minimal setting just S = {0, 1}, and the rule is local such that
the state at location i = (i, j, . . . ) and time step n + 1, S

n+1
i , depends on S

n
iÕ

at the previous time step n, where iÕ is in the neighborhood of i (Figure 8.14).
We write the neighborhood of i in shorthand as iÕ

œ N (i). — fig ca-grid

A key element of an automaton is its rule. It defines for every configuration
of the neighborhood iÕ of i the state that is assigned to i in the next step.
For the minimal two-dimensional automaton, one with just the two states
0 and 1, there are 25 = 32 configurations if the 5-neighborhood is used.
For each of them, the next state of i can be either 0 or 1, hence there
are 232 = 4Õ294Õ967Õ296 di�erent rules, each of which defines a specific
automaton. The corresponding numbers for the 9-neighborhood are 29 = 512

• initial: random with uniform density ⇢0 of susceptible states

• forcing: lower boundary constantly active, others inactive

• grid: 40962 cells with 5-neighborhood
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Figure 8.17. Forest-fire model as in Figure 8.16 but with the rule (9.3) operating
a 9-neighborhood. Notice that the lower initial density leads to a lighter appearance
of the colors.

Critical State – Percolation Threshold Right at the threshold, a cluster
burns down that just spans the entire domain and would do it for an arbitrary
size of the domain. For a regular square grid and a 5-neighborhood, the
threshold density that leads to such a cluster is flc = 0.592746 [Jacobsen
2014], provided that the grid is arbitrarily large. For the specific case of the
41962 grid that is shown by the middle frame of Figure 8.16, the value of fl0
is actually just a tad too large. This is because of the domain’s finite size
since fl0 must be larger for an infinite spanning cluster than for a finite one.
To reach this critical state, some 46% of the trees burn down.

At the critical state, the cluster of burned cells has a fractal geometry
with dimension 91

48 ¥ 1.896 [Sahimi 2014] and the patches of remaining forest
exhibit a wide range of scales. This state requires fine-tuning of the initial
density fl0, however, hence it is not self-organized.

Dependence on Neighborhood The general situation that there is a critical
initial density flc that separates a subcritical regime – with fl0 < flc and
flf ¥ fl0 – from a supercritical regime – with fl0 > flc and flf π fl0 – is
independent of the the grid’s topology and the chosen neighborhood. What
does change, however, is the value of the critical initial density flc. For
instance, for a two-dimensional square grid with 9-neighborhood, flc ¥ 0.407
[Malarz and Galam 2005] (Figure 8.17). Values for flc for a wide range of — fig cof-percolate9

topologies and neighborhoods are readily available.

Comments We notice that the transition from sub- to supercritical occurs
in a rather narrow range of fl0. It actually becomes ever more narrow as the
domain size increases. This illustrates the degree of fine-tuning required to
reach the critical state.

The above illustrations show just a single realization. In more accu-
rate studies, we would consider large ensembles and would correspondingly
sharpen the language, for instance to “for fl0 = flc the size of the burnt cluster
almost always diverges with the size of the domain”. The fire would then also
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Figure 7.9.
Sketch of contact process that comprises three parts:
(i) the transition from the passive to the susceptible
state, (ii) the activation through the contact with a
neighboring active site, and (iii) the relaxation back to
passive. ref dco-contact; file fig/7-dco/contact

the relation between SOC and critical (second order) phase transitions than
at understanding environmental systems, however.

intro experiments?

From the perspective of dynamical systems, the critical angle in the sand-
pile model is an attractor, albeit in the ¸d-dimensional space of the complex
system. Indeed, it is the set of all stable configurations {ni, i œ [1, ¸]d}.

The BTW model is a completely deterministic automaton in that adding
some given sequence of grains to some initial configuration will lead to the
exact same development when repeated. This readily follows from the deter-
ministic rule (7.1) and the fact that integer arithmetic is used, which is exact.
In contrast, the Manna model is a stochastic automaton that is defined in
terms of transition probabilities. Notice, however, that also the manifesta-
tions of the BTW automaton are stochastic in the sense that ever so slightly
di�erent initial configurations or forcing sequences will lead to completely
di�erent developments. This of course is reminiscent of deterministic chaos,
which continuous to be relevant also in complex systems.

7.3
Contact Processes

label: s-dco-contact

idx: contact process|textbfWe consider a class of systems with three states – passive, susceptible, and
active – where an active state can activate neighboring susceptibles, which
then relax back to passive, not before having activated their neighboring sus-
ceptibles, however (Figure 7.9). Since activation is by neighboring sites only, — fig dco-contact

except for external events, we call such a system a contact process.
An example of a contact process is a forest in a dry climate. A patch of

bare soil is represented as a passive state, one with a tree as susceptible. Any
arrangement of such patches is stable until a tree catches fire, for instance
from lightning. The corresponding cell then becomes active, can activate
neighboring cells, and then relaxes to the passive state of a bare soil. Many
similar processes readily come to mind: the spreading of a contagious disease,
of a rumor, or of a novel idea. A related situation arises from the invasion
of some liquid into a porous medium, where the diameter of a pore in
conjunction with the liquid’s interfacial tension determines if the liquid can or

a more generic
and stochastic
process


